In this paper, we consider a solution to explain the three discrepancies with the standard model 
I. INTRODUCTION
The LHC has established the discovery of the long expected Higgs particle. So far, this boson behaves very SM-like, i.e. its dominated production and decay rates are close to the SM ones. Precision measurements of its properties would open a new window into new physics (NP) beyond the SM. Indeed, CMS recently did observe [1] a slight excess of events with a significance of 2.4σ in the lepton-flavor violating (LFV) channel h → µτ , which translates into a branching ratio of B(h → µτ ) = (0.84
+0.39
−0.37 )% if interpreted as a signal. Since this lepton flavor violating process is absent in the SM, various approaches have been considered to make up the hτ µ coupling, (For examples, see Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ), and many of them consider some types of two Higgs doublet models.
In a complementary direction, rare decays mediated by the flavor-changing neutral currents are powerful indirect probes into NP beyond the SM. Since 2013, the LHCb collaboration has reported some anomalies in b → s transitions, including discrepancies with the SM predictions in the angular observable P ′ 5 in B → K * µ + µ − [17] and some branching ratios [18, 19] . Furthermore, an interesting hint for the lepton universality violation is observed [20] in the theoretically rather clean ratio R K = B(B → Kµ + µ − )/B(B → Ke + e − ) = 0.745
+0.090
−0.074 ±0.036, which departs from the SM prediction R SM K = 1.0003±0.0001 by 2.6σ [21] . It is interesting that the b → s anomalies can be explained simultaneously in a model independent approach by rather large NP contributions to the Wilson coefficients (mainly to C 9 ) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This has attracted considerable attention from theorists and many efforts have been made to account for them simultaneously in one specific NP model, see for example
Refs. [27, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . However, only several models are able to address the flavor anomalies observed both at the LHCb and the CMS within a unified framework [41] [42] [43] , and all of them utilize a Z ′ vector boson.
Supersymmetry is a well-motivated extension of the SM. However, the R-parity conserving MSSM fails to explain these anomalies simultaneously in the scenario without sources of flavor violation beyond the CKM matrix [44] . Even in its more general scenario that contains flavor-changing trilinear couplings, NP effects are rather difficult to give modest contributions [30] . If R-parity is violated, the R-parity odd renormalizable Yukawa interactions of quarks and leptons with scalar superpartners would give additional sources of flavor violation. Unfortunately, the RPV interactions in the MSSM only contribute to the operator O ′ 9 and O ′ 10 [45] . Introducing extra generations is one of the simplest ways to extend the SM (For a review, see [46] . For examples, see [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] ). Compared with the extra chiral generations, the VL extensions are still viable as long as the particular vectorlike mass terms are heavy enough to escape from various experimental bounds. Supersymmetric VL extensions have also long been discussed [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . In order not to disturb the unification of the gauge coupling constants, which is one of the achievements of the supersymmetry [71] [72] [73] [74] , complete multiplets of the representations of the grand unification theory (GUT) SU(5) group are added. Therefore, models containing copies of 5 + 5, 10 + 10 chiral superfields have been discussed in the literature. However, R-parity conserving 5 + 5 extensions of the MSSM also fails to explain the flavor anomalies. First, although the extra squarks do yield box diagrams similar to those in Refs. [23, 30] , these contributions are suppressed due to more cross mass terms being inserted. Second, all the charged leptons can only couple with the H d , leaving us no room for a misalignment between the charged leptons' mass matrix and their Yukawacoupling matrix unless there are large mixings between µ, τ and the vectorlike leptons, which will disturb the universality of the Zll vertices severely. In this paper, we consider an RPV supersymmetric model extended with one copy of the 5 + 5 vectorlike particles, and utilize it to explain all the flavor anomalies described above within a unified framework. A complete SU(5) GUT model is out of our scope and left to future investigation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a brief introduction to our RPV extension of the MSSM with 5 + 5 vectorlike particles. In Sec. III we solve the b → s anomalies utilizing the RPV operators involving vectorlike particles, and then we derive the LFV decay of the SM-like Higgs boson from our model in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V concludes the paper. In the absence of the R-parity, gauge invariance in principle allows for baryon-number and lepton-number violating superpotential couplings. We assume that the baryon-number conserves in our model and consider only the lepton-number violating superpotential couplings involving the vectorlike particles. The pure RPV MSSM-terms are highly constrained by various experimental bounds (See [45] for a review), therefore we ignore them.
We use
The superpotential for the 5 + 5 extension part reads
with
where m L , m D are the vectorlike masses for the vectorlike leptons and the down-type quarks. The corresponding supersymmetry breaking soft terms are
For later convenience, we write down the MSSM superpotential
and the corresponding soft terms
At the end of this section, we comment on the lepton-number violating interactions due to RPV, which are tightly constrained by the experimental bounds, e.g., the neutrinoless double beta decay or the neutrino masses. The RPV induced neutrinoless double beta decay usually
vertices, or large mixture between neutrinos and neutrilinos (For a review, see [45] . For examples, see [75, 76] ). The neutrino masses can be induced from the vacuum expectation value of the sneutrinos at tree-level or might come from the quark/squark loops induced by the
the following text we will see that we only need the
All the other trilinear RPV coupling constants can always be set small enough in order to avoid the unwanted vertices mentioned before. We can also adjust the parameter in order to forbid the mixture between MSSM (s)leptons and the VL or Higgs sectors, thus vacuum expectation values of the MSSM sneutrinos can be avoided.
III. EXPLAINING THE b → s ANOMALIES
The effective Hamiltonian for b → s transitions can be written as
where V ij denotes the CKM matrix elements and C i . According to the global fits [30] , we consider new physics effects in the following set of operators,
which is one of the best fit scenarios with
at (1σ) 2σ level. Besides, the rest of operators involving muons, electrons and taus are perfectly compatible with the SM expectations in the fitting.
In the R-parity conserving MSSM, the only way to break the e − µ universality is through box diagrams involving light smuons while selections are decoupled. In such case, nonnegligible contributions to C of 0.5 is obtained with an extremely light spectrum which is strongly disfavored by the direct searches. Here we make a more conservative estimation of the contributions according to the bounds from LHC. Assuming maximal mixing of the left-handed bottom and strange squarks, the wino boxes contributions (dominate over those from bino and mixed wino-bino boxes) read [23] (V *
with the loop function f Integrating out the squarks, we obtain the following effective Hamiltonian for b → sµµ transitions
where mũ Rk is the mass of the kth right-handed up-type squark, V Db , V Ds denote elements of the extended CKM matrix in our model and the Fierz transformation is applied in the second line. Notice that
where
GeV is the electroweak vacuum expectation value, while the tan β = 
The magnitude of C µ,VLRPV 9
and C µ,VLRPV 10
is related with the mixing parameters V Db and V Ds , which are mainly constrained by the unitarity of the extended CKM matrix, i.e.
According to the data from the PDG [77] ,
The data together with the error bar we adopt come from the direct measurements of to avoid these problems. Therefore, in this paper, we ignore these effects. Note the error bar in the second line of (14) = |y
Here we give a benchmark point that solves the anomalies. Take mt = 900 GeV, y 
Assuming tan β = 2 results in |m D | 800 GeV, which is compatible with the experimental data (See [77] [78] [79] ).
Combining these with the MSSM box contributions C 
IV. EXPLAINING THE HIGGS DECAY h → µτ
The effective operators describing the h → µτ decays are given by
yielding the branching ratio
where Γ SM ≃ 4.1 MeV is the decay width for a 125 GeV Higgs in the SM [82] . Correspondingly, the expected values of the effective couplings to explain the experimental results are
In the MSSM, the Yukawa coupling matrix of the charged lepton to the SM-like Higgs is always proportional to their mass matrix and thus there is no hµτ vertices after rotating the charged lepton sectors into their mass eigenstates. It is interesting that sneutrinos share the same quantum numbers with the neutral Higgs fields, so they can mix with the Higgs boson and then produce lepton flavor violating Higgs couplings in the RPV supersymmetric models. As mentioned above, the mixings between the MSSM sneutrinos and the Higgs boson usually result in too heavy SM-like neutrinos (See [45, 83] for discussions), we have ignored the relevant R-parity violating terms at the begin of our model building. Then the "Higgs" superpotential relevant to the electroweak symmetry breaking in our model is
which yields the following Higgs potential for the neutral scalar fields
.) .(22)
After the electroweak spontaneously symmetry breaking, all these scalar fields might acquire vevs. Note that the mixing between the H Hu . for simplicity. In addition, we could always redefine the H d andL field by a rotation so that v L ≡ L = 0. Taking account of these, the minimization conditions are given by
and we have used a set of shorthand notations for convenience:
The tree-level Higgs mass-squared matrix can be calculated from the potential (22) and read in the basis
. The SM-like Higgs is one of the mass eigenstates diagonalizing the above matrix and can be parametrized as
where (h
The effective couplings y µτ and y τ µ are thereby
In order to get the mixing coefficient V l , we need to diagonalize the squared mass matrix (24) . Note that the mixings between the Higgs and sneutrino are controlled by B L ǫ L , we can make a perturbative diagonalizing with respect to (
Appendix B). At the lowest order, we obtain
, we must include higher order contributions or diagonalize Note that the element M 2 S,11 gives the same upper bound on the tree-level mass of the SM-like Higgs boson as in MSSM, so large loop contributions from the top squark or even an extension with one singlet field [86, 87] is required to yield a 125 GeV Higgs mass. These contributions mainly modify the M 2 S,11 and thus have negligible effects on V l , which is mostly determined by the lower right submatrix of (B2). Here we focus on favor anomalies, we leave this Higgs mass issue aside.
In the case of (B L ǫ L sec β)/M 2 L ≪ 1, we can diagonalize the above matrix in terms of perturbative method and obtain at the lowest order .
